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CARTOONS ARE BECOMING THE BEER 
INDUSTRY’S BEST NEW SALES TOOL
BREWERIES ARE CHANNELING MARVEL CULTURE TO CREATE 
COMPELLING GRAPHIC LABELS THAT DRAW IN A NEW GENERATION OF 
BEER DRINKERS

BY JOSHUA M. BERNSTEIN

Illustrator Ian Law drew an interstel-
lar space traveler with a hop for a head 
standing atop a strange planet, a space-
ship hovering above. Galaxy-Hero was 
designed as a one-off, but its flavors and 
visuals proved so popular that it stuck 
around (Revolution since revised the label) 
and spawned the League of Heroes, a se-
ries of rotating IPAs featured in a variety 
pack. Each so-called “issue” stars four dif-
ferent Heroes, such as the Valkyrye-Hero 

hazy rye IPA, an expanding universe un-
folding 12 ounces at a time.

Revolution fleshes out the Heroes’ 
backstories with a Galaxy-Hero comic 
book that’s now in its fifth issue, with the 
sixth slated for the 2022 C2E2. When it 
comes to collecting the latest IPA or comic 
book, “there’s a crossover,” says Max Bare 
of Salsa Sharks, who illustrated the comics 
with Melissa Sue Stanley. “Craft beer fans 
fit in nicely with comic fans,” Stanley adds.

 Creating cartoons for beer brands is 
a time-tested ad tactic. In the 1950s, Piels 
Beer ran a popular ad campaign starring 
the animated antics of fictitious owners 
Bert and Harry Piel. That same decade, 
Hamm’s Beer of Minnesota advertised its 
lagers with a cartoon bear. Now, to re-
cruit younger drinkers accustomed to su-
perheroes and supervillains flying across 
screens big and small, breweries are chan-
neling the Marvel universe and bringing 
comics-style worldbuilding to beer labels. 

A vibrant cartoon approach can 
boost sales. New Belgium introduced its 

evolution Brewing needed help from a new kind of hero. In 
2013, the Chicago brewery partnered with the Chicago Comic 
& Entertainment Expo (C2E2), the city’s largest convention 
of its kind. Revolution resolved to brew a fest-specific beer 

called Galaxy-Hero IPA—a spin on its flagship Anti-Hero IPA—featuring 
Australia’s Galaxy hops, a then-novel tropical variety. 
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ABOVE:  Portland's Great Nation Brewing's Blueberry 
Muffin; Space Camper from Boulevard Brewing in Kansas 
City; and Jabba the Hopp from California Wild Ales
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ON-PREMISE UPDATE

The National Restaurant Association 
(NRA) recently released a mid-year supple-
ment to their 2021 State of the Restaurant 
Industry Report. The report provides an 
updated look at key indicators and trends 
influencing the industry’s recovery as of Sum-
mer 2021. 

Key Findings Include:

•Food and beverage sales in the restau-
rant and foodservice industry are projected 
to total $789 billion in 2021, up 19.7% from 
2020. 

•Despite a steady trend of job creation in 
the first half of the year, eating and drinking 
places are still nearly 1 million jobs, or 8%, 
below pre-pandemic employment levels and 
the restaurants and accommodations sector 
have one of the highest levels of unfilled job 
openings of any industry.

•As of June 2021, 39 states and the 
District of Columbia had reopened to 100% 
indoor dining capacity; 11 states are open at 
varying capacities ranging from 50% to 80%.

•Six in 10 adults have changed their 
restaurant use due to the rise in the delta 
variant.

Labor and Food Costs Remain  
Top Challenges

July marked the seventh consecutive 
month of staffing growth, translating to a net 
increase of 1.3 million jobs in the first half of 
2021. Operators continue to grapple with 
higher input costs, with wholesale food prices 
increasing at their fastest rate in seven years.

•75% of restaurant operators reported 
that recruiting employees was their top chal-
lenge as of June 2021 – the highest level ever 
recorded.

•The fullservice segment was down 
626,000 jobs, or 11% below pre-pandemic 
employment levels.

•Menu prices have increased nearly 4% 
through June 2021.

Technology, Outdoor Dining, and Alcohol 
To-Go Are Here to Stay 

The pandemic catalyzed many changes 
in the restaurant industry including the rapid 

consumer adoption of technology for online 
ordering, electronic payment, and order 
pickup. Consumers want to see restaurants 
continue incorporating technology and are 
keen to continue using outdoor dining. In 31 
jurisdictions, thanks to legislation, consumers 
can continue ordering beverage alcohol with 
their takeout. 

KUTSKOVA VODKA AT THE HOT 
AUGUST MUSIC FESTIVAL  

Oregon Ridge Park in Cockeysville Mary-
land, recently hosted the Hot August Music 
Festival (HAMF).  The HAMF has become an 
annual live music tradition. After being forced 
to take 2020 off due to COVID-19 restrictions, 
the fan-favorite event triumphantly returned 
this past August.  Staying true to its name, 
the event was met with heat and humidity 
as is typically the case for the Mid-Atlantic 
region in August. 

Artists were split between two stages and 
the entire grounds of the festival accom-
modated fans of all ages. Those old enough 
to imbibe were happy to welcome Kustkova 
Vodka as a proud 2021 event sponsor. 

“Kutskova Premium Vodka has a 20-plus 
year reputation in the U.S.,” explained Chris-
topher Lombardi, President of CL Brands.  
“Kutskova is an authentic Russian import that 
retails for a domestic price.  The Hot August 
Music Festival was a great sponsorship op-
portunity for Kutskova.” n 
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1. LYRE’S NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS
Two new cocktail-inspired creations have 
joined the roster of highball-friendly, ready-
to-drink beverages from Australian company 
Lyre’s Non-Alcoholic Spirits, which already 
includes a Gin & Tonic, Amalfi Spritz, and 
bubbly Classico. Lyre’s American Malt and 
Cola reinterprets a simple bourbon and cola 
with caramel, toasted nut, spice, and rye 
flavors, while Lyre’s Dark ‘n Spicy is a ri�  on 
the rum-fueled Dark ‘n’ Stormy with Lyre’s 
Spiced Cane and Dark Cane Spirits, ginger, 
and lime zest. 

2. MAESTRO DOBEL PAVITO
Known for its Cristalino expression, Maestro 
Dobel Tequila now presents the limited-edition 
Maestro Dobel Pavito. A pechuga tequila 
enlivened with turkey breast, it is an homage 
to centuries-old Mexican traditions and 
celebrations, made in the lowlands of Jalisco 
with 100% Blue Weber agave from a single 
family-owned estate. First, a base of Maestro 
Dobel’s Silver tequila is double-distilled in 
copper pot stills, then a mix of fruits and 
spices are macerated before a third distillation. 
That’s when the turkey is placed atop the still 
to infuse the vapors with savory notes. 

3. CANTEEN GIN SPRITZ
Austin-based ready-to-drink cocktail brand 
CANTEEN Spirits, part of Anheuser-Busch’s 
Beyond Beer group, now has a gin o� ering 
to complement its vodka and tequila 
cocktails: CANTEEN Gin Spritz. Available in 
Blossom Gin Spritz (hibiscus, lime, juniper); 
Citrus Gin Spritz (lemon, lime, cucumber, 
juniper); and Ruby Gin Spritz (ruby red 
grapefruit, rosemary), all three varieties are 
a low 5% ABV, contain zero sugar, and are 
just 99 calories per can.

  SRP: $12.99 per four-pack   SRP: $59.99   SRP: $9.99-$12.99 per six-pack
 lyres.com  maestrodobel.com  drinkcanteen.com

4. ST. AGRESTIS PARADISO APERITIVO
Italian-style products are the focus of Brooklyn, 
New York-based spirit and cocktail company 
St. Agrestis, and Paradiso Aperitivo is its 
newest arrival. A versatile wine-based aperitif 
that plays a pivotal role in the brand’s ready-
to-drink spritz, Paradiso Aperitivo is a bright 
combination of organic citrus, botanicals, 
and herbs. Although the subtly sweet liquid 
is a natural companion to sparkling wine and 
water, its heightened acidity and refined bitter 
finish also helps give cocktails such as the 
Margarita and Paper Plane a boost. 

5. SOCIAL HOUR COCKTAILS
Social Hour, the canned cocktail brand 
launched by pioneering New York bartenders 
Julie Reiner and Tom Macy, has introduced 
three libations to its original lineup of Gin 
& Tonic, Whiskey Mule, and Pacific Spritz. 
The Sunkissed Fizz (vodka, yuzu, peach, key 
lime, jasmine), the Strawberry Rhubarb Spritz 
(aperitivo, white wine, strawberry, rhubarb), 
and the Prizefighter (rye whiskey, peach, 
lemon, fernet) all brandish a new packaging 
design marked by a classic typeface and 
illustrations. 

6. NOVO FOGO BRAZILIAN OLD 
FASHIONED HIGHBALL
After unveiling a Sparkling Caipirinha ready-
to-drink line in 2017, Novo Fogo Cachaça has 
rolled out the South America-meets-North 
America Brazilian Old Fashioned Highball, 
another canned cocktail made with rum and 
whiskey fans top of mind. This time around, 
Novo Fogo Chameleon cachaça, which is 
aged for one year in repurposed American 
oak barrels, finds the limelight. Melding floral 
and oak notes, the drink, featuring vanilla 
syrup and orange and aromatic bitters, is 
lengthened with water and carbonated.

  SRP: $34.99 per 750ml bottle   SRP: $20 per four-pack   SRP: $11.99 per four-pack
 stagrestis.com  socialhourcocktails.com  novofogo.com
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7. BLACKENED AMERICAN WHISKEY’S 
MASTERS OF WHISKEY SERIES 
For this new series, BLACKENED master 
distiller and blender Rob Dietrich teams up with 
fellow whiskey talents. First up is a collaboration 
with Drew Kulsveen of Willett Distillery, mixing 
high- and low-rye whiskies hand-picked from 
the Willett Family Estate Reserve Selection and 
finished in Madeira casks for 14 weeks  Like all 
batches of BLACKENED, a curated playlist of 
Metallica songs sonically enhances the whiskey. 
Bottled at cask strength at 109.6 proof.

8. BLACK GIRL MAGIC BUBBLY RED
Laidback holiday soirées are just the time 
to crack open a can of chilled Black Girl 
Magic Bubbly Red from the McBride Sisters 
Collection, the largest Black-owned wine 
company in the U.S. The e� ervescent tipple, 
sibling to Black Girl Magic Bubbly Rosé, is 
made with grapes from acclaimed California 
wine-growing regions and is packed with 
flavors of ripe blackberry, strawberry, and 
pomegranate bolstered by peppery spice. 
Each of the cans equals a half bottle of wine. 

9. DRUMSHANBO GUNPOWDER
IRISH GIN SARDINIAN CITRUS
A recent addition to Palm Bay International’s 
artisanal spirits portfolio, Drumshanbo 
Gunpowder Irish Gin Sardinian Citrus blends 
eastern spices, local botanicals, and slow-dried 
gunpowder tea. The vision of Patrick J. Rigney, 
managing director and founder of the Shed 
Distillery in County Leitrim, Ireland, the gin’s 
star ingredient is Citrus monstruosa, one of the 
world’s rarest citrus fruits grown only in the Si-
niscola region of Sardinia. It plays well with the 
spirit’s notes of lemon, lime, and grapefruit. 

  SRP: $139.99 per 750ml bottle   SRP: $91.09 per 12-pack   SRP: $36.99 per 750ml bottle
 blackenedwhiskey.com  mcbridesisters.com  thesheddistillery.com

10. BLUE POINT BREWING’S MOTHER 
PUMPKIN ALE
An autumnal blend of cinnamon, nutmeg, 
ginger, and allspice provides the warm 
backbone to golden orange-hued Mother 
Pumpkin Ale, one of Blue Point Brewing’s hit 
seasonal beers. For this year’s rendition, the 
Patchogue, New York, brewery craved a new 
look, turning to Lithuanian artist and illustrator 
Egle Zvirblyte to bring Mother Pumpkin to life 
as a cheeky, vivid character on the can. Mother 
Pumpkin Ale’s return coincides with the limited 
re-release of Blue Point’s Big Mother Pumpkin 
and Barrel Aged Big Mother Pumpkin.

11. LONG POND ITP-15 SINGLE VINTAGE/
SINGLE MARQUE JAMAICAN RUM
Long Pond Distillers, in Clark’s Town, 
Jamaica, has long been turning out premium 
bulk rum blends for brands like Monymusk 
and Plantation. Now, National Rums of 
Jamaica Limited has released for the first 
time since 1753 a bottled expression under 
the Long Pond Seal of Approval. Long Pond 
ITP-15 was produced using the John Dore 
Pot Still, found only at the distillery, and was 
matured in American oak barrels for 15 years.

12. CORRALEJO 25TH ANNIVERSARY 
EXTRA AÑEJO TEQUILA
In honor of its 25th anniversary, Corralejo 
Tequila, imported by Infinium Spirits, 
has crafted a limited-edition Extra Añejo 
made with 100% Blue Weber agave that 
is slow-cooked in stone clay ovens and 
then fermented with a proprietary strain of 
yeast. Once double distilled, the tequila is 
mellowed for five years in Templeton Rye 
Whiskey barrels, where it acquires a palate 
of cereal, vanilla, caramel, and brown sugar.  

  SRP: $15.49 per six-pack   SRP: $160   SRP: $249.99 per 750ml bottle
 bluepointbrewing.com  monymuskrums.com  tequilacorralejo.mx
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While many wine regions link 
their products to their terroir, 
Ponga, a Sauvignon Blanc 
from New Zealand, takes this  

approach a step further,  tying its origin 
to the mythological silver fern for which 
it’s named. 

Native to New Zealand, the Ponga fern 
is distinguished by the silvery underside 
of its fronds, discovered and named “ka-
ponga” by the indigenous Māori people. 
Green by daylight, it’s said that the plant’s 
iridescent side re  ects the moonlight; leg-
end has it that the Māori used the glowing 
leaves to mark their paths in the dense, 
dark forests.

The Ponga carries a deep mythology 
not only for the people who named it, but 
for all New Zealanders. For Pākehā—New 

Zealanders of non-Māori descent—the 
fern symbolizes their love and loyalty to 
their homeland.

But it also conveys a sense of adven-
ture, part of the Māori origin story as they 
trekked through the islands’ dreamlike 
forests in search of a new beginning. It’s 
said that to them, the Ponga fern repre-
sented new life, growth, strength, and 
peace. 

Today, the Ponga brand taps that 
unique history to tell its own story of a 
wine that speaks not only of discovery, 
but of the islands renowned for their fresh 
interpretation of Sauvignon Blanc. Pro-
duced and bottled in Marlborough—itself 
a benchmark region for the variety in New 
Zealand—Ponga is an invitation to look 
beyond the preconceptions of Sauvignon 
Blanc. 

This bracing example has classic va-
rietal markers such as ripe citrus, tangy 
grapefruit, gooseberry, and a bit of fresh 
herbs, but it also delivers a generous ex-

pression of tropical fruit and white peach. 
Without malolactic fermentation, Ponga 
is bottled early to retain its purity of fruit. 
This “dual character” of Ponga makes it a 
friendly by-the-glass aperitif and a food-
friendly partner on the table. 

Just as the fern symbolizes a unique 
national identity, Ponga Sauvignon Blanc 
represents New Zealand winemaking at 
its most authentic in a region well-suited 
for the expression of this variety. Located 
on the northern top of the South Island, 
the near-perfect climate conditions allow 
slow and full ripening of the grapes, while 
proximity to the sea provides a temper-
ate maritime climate and breezy marine-
in  ected freshness (think oysters on the 
half shell). In keeping with its commit-
ment to the territory, Ponga has earned 
the Sustainable Winegrowing NZ certifi-
cation seal.

For many, the vibrant aromas and 
  avors of Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 
have become representative of New Zea-
land. But to find one like Ponga that truly 
evokes the spirit of the country, filled with 
adventure, discovery, and zest for life, is 
something special. ■

THE SPIRIT OF NEW ZEALAND
NAMED FOR THE PONGA FERN, WHICH IN MĀORI 
MYTHOLOGY REPRESENTS GROWTH AND STRENGTH, 
PONGA SAUVIGNON BLANC HARNESSES THE 
ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT OF ITS HOME COUNTRY

NEW ZEALAND MAP 
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This is the latest in a series of articles 
I’ve been writing on the Great Re-
opening of 2021. And while the 
previous installments covered the 

successful returns to form of Baltimore and 
Ellicott City, nowhere has this year differed 
from last year in such a big and positive way 
as Ocean City, Md. 

And one of the biggest beneficiaries 
has been Seacrets, the massive Jamaican-
themed bar, restaurant, and nightclub that 

has been a mainstay in Maryland’s most 
popular resort town since 1998. General 
Manager Scott Studds has kept a steady 
hand at the wheel throughout the entire 
pandemic, and he and his staff have been 
reaping the rewards since May.

“Honestly, it hasn’t taken a lot to get 
people back,” he said, during a recent inter-
view with the Beverage Journal. “I say that 
very appreciatively. But it was apparent that 
people were ready to come back out. We’re 

fortunate in that the majority of our business 
is outdoors, so I think people feel a certain 
comfort level in that respect. Two-thirds 
of our place is exterior, the majority of our 
dining is outdoors. If you’re someone who 
hasn’t been around a lot of crowds, knowing 
that we are open air and you won’t be lim-
ited to a certain spot is comforting. We have 
a 4,600-customer capacity, so you can imag-
ine how big we are. You can find a spot at 

It’s No Seacret: 
Ocean City Maryland Has  
Roared Back in  
a Big Way This Year
Vacation destinations have seen their  
share of hurdles in an attempt to  
return to normal.

(continued on page 12)

 WRITTEN  BY TEDDY DURGIN  |  PHOTOGRAPHY BY ASHLI MIX
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Seacrets based on your comfort level that’s 
a little less crowded or just a little off to the 
side that you feel safe at. It’s leant itself to a 
great summer.”

It’s certainly been a far cry from summer 
2020 when COVID-19 was raging through 
the state, the country, and the world, and 
there were no vaccines in sight. Rules and 
regulations kept changing. Information and 
misinformation was rampant. People were 

staying home.  And if they were heading out 
for a beach vacation . . . it was for a true 
beach vacation! The tourists stayed on the 
sand, stayed outdoors, and mostly ordered 
take-out and curbside food and drink and 
took their eats and treats back to their mo-
tels and timeshares.

Studds recalls, “Last year obviously, so 
much more was unknown. There was the 
beginning of the pandemic, the shutting 
down of almost the entire business for a few 
months, then rolling into limited capacities. 
People had to be masked and distance-
seated. It changed our business model in 
terms of how we ran the place, because we 
were and are a live entertainment complex. 
But live entertainment, dance floors were 
not possible, and we really had to adjust. It 
made things quite different. We went from 
being a free-flow, walk-around, stage-to-
stage place to where we were physically 
seating every single customer who walked 
into the door the entire summer of 2020.”

Seacrets scaled back its entertainment 
offerings, putting on stage more solo acts 
and duos. Nothing really high energy. “It 
was nice to hear live music,” Studds re-
marked, “but it wasn’t performers that really 
made you want to get up and dance or up 
moving around. We didn’t want to create an 
issue that we didn’t have at that point. There 
was the whole not knowing how to deal with 
the ever-changing rules and the landscape 

of the pandemic itself as far as what we were 
supposed to be doing to protect not only 
your customers, but also your employees.”

He continued, “As far as this year goes, 
we had a pretty good idea of what the re-
strictions would be because they were be-
ing timed with the vaccines going out. 
We knew we would be allowed to open 
up more. We’ve been pretty fortunate this 
year with comparatively low numbers on 
the Shore and the state in terms of positive 
[COVID] cases.”

Staffing issues locally have helped 
Seacrets, too. Some eating and drinking 
places weren’t open as much or as often 
this past summer. “I think we benefited from 
that to a certain point,” Studds acknowl-
edged. “We’ve felt the same pressures and 
struggles. But we’ve done our best to work 
around those. A huge goal of this summer 
was to not close any days and not cut back 
on any of our normal business hours. Up un-
til this interview [in late August], we’ve been 

(continued on page 14)

"A huge goal of this  
summer was to not close  
any days and not cut back  

on any of our normal  

business hours.” 

~ Scott Studds 
General Manager

Matthew Morrison, Bartender
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able to accomplish that. We’ve had to shrink 
certain areas. There have been some nights 
where we’ve said, ‘Well, we’re not going 
to open this section or this bar’ at certain 
times. But it wasn’t too noticeable. And if it 
was, customers were understanding, even if 
they’ve had to wait a few minutes.”

In addition to Seacrets being known as 
a bar, a restaurant, and a nightclub, it also 
boasts its own distillery where it makes 
Seacrets’ own signature spirits. There is 
even an on-site radio station. 

So, while Seacrets has fared well, the 
question was posed to Studds, 'How has 
Ocean City fared, in general?' He was quick 
to answer: “This year, I feel like Ocean City 
has done very well. You can tell there has 
been an uptick in people. After Memorial 
Day, you would typically have a lull for a time 
in June. This year has been steady from May 
on. People have wanted to be out, they’ve 
wanted to be dining. In fact, today was the 
first day all summer I’ve actually noticed that 
hotel parking lots are just a bit thinner. It’s 
Aug. 30th! But it’s about that time. Schools 
are going back.”

This means, of course, there will be ad-
ditional tests of Studds’ leadership in the 

weeks and months to come. “Nobody is 
foolish enough to think this is over,” he said. 
“We’re going to keep plugging along as 
much as we can. There are some concerns 
that once we start getting into the colder 
times, how will that affect things? Will peo-
ple’s mindsets be, ‘OK, now that I am back 
indoors, I’m not as comfortable.’ Going into 
next year, we hope to be a little more proac-
tive in terms of overstaffing. Not that there 
wasn’t an attempt for that this year. But you 
try and build in a ‘couple-of-people buffer’ 
wherever you can. I think staffing issues are 
going to be something that’s going to con-

tinue that we need to get ahead of.” 
Moving forward, Studds says it’s all 

about people. The people he serves, and 
the people he manages as employees. It’s 
a balancing act, for sure, but one he and his 
fellow management are up for. 

He concludes, “You come into work, 
and you’re so focused on work that some-
times you don’t realize there is so much 
other stuff going on. Everybody has had 
something going on, whether it’s somebody 
in their family getting sick, someone not 
having child care, and so forth. I guess I can 
say I’m now more aware that these times 
have affected everyone in different ways, 
and it’s not all physical. A lot of it is men-
tal. We’re pushing our people hard, we’re 
asking a lot of them, and we know we are 
asking a lot. But these are all human beings, 
and I have to be more aware of what they’re 
going through.  . . . I am more aware of what 
they’re going through!” n

Robert Gordy, Bartender

                              Geoff Ernst, Bartender  |  Scott Studds, G.M.  |  Kelly Schumacher, Bartender



A 3rd generation 
estate located on 

some of the highest 
elevation vineyards 

within the Valpolicella 
appellation,

we’re thrilled to 
welcome the Galli 

family and Le Ragose 
to our national 

portfolio.

“Aromas are intense 
with notes of lively 

red fruits, red apples, 
floral, herbs and 

spices. Lovely crunchy 
fruit underpinned by 
fresh acidity. Refined, 

fine grained and 
sophisticated.”
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Dating back to 1872, 
The Brandolini 
family’s Vistorta 

estate in Friuli 
is known for 

terroir driven, 
organically farmed, 

biodynamically 
produced Pinot 

Grigio, Friulano and 
Merlot.

F R O M  I T A L Y

NEW  A RRIVAL

“A tight, focused red 
with fresh-plum and 
chocolate character. 
Medium body, firm 
and creamy tannins 

and a flavorful finish. ”   

P O I N T S
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M

ESSUCKLING.CO
M93

© 2021 CAROLINA WINE BRANDS USA  •  CAROLINAWINEBRANDSUSA.COM  •  @CAROLINAWINEBRANDSUSA

FINCA EL ORIGEN MALBEC RESERVA
AVAILABLE IN MD/DC VIA DOPS

AZIENDA AGRICOLA LE RAGOSE 
AVAILABLE IN MD/DC VIA DOPS

CONTE BRANDOLINI/VISTORTA 
AVAILABLE IN MD/DC VIA DOPS

SANTA CAROLINA CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVA
AVAILABLE IN MD/DC VIA DOPS
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WHISKE Y
COCK TAIL S

LARCENY'S KENTUCKY MULE

2 oz Larceny Bourbon
3 oz Ginger Beer
½ oz Fresh Lime Juice
½ oz Simple Syrup

Method: Build over ice in a mule mug. Garnish with lime wheel 
or wedge and mint leaves.

WISCONSIN-STYLE OLD FASHIONED
by Steven Dragun, Lustau National Ambassador 

1 oz Lustau Brandy de Jerez Solera Reserva
1 oz Lustau Don Nuño Oloroso Sherry
½ oz Lustau San Emilio Pedro Ximénez Sherry
2 dashes Angostura Orange Bitters

Method: Add Brandy de Jerez and sherries to an Old Fashioned 
glass. Add ice to the glass and stir for 30 seconds. Express 
orange oil over the glass. Garnish with orange twist and 
maraschino cherry.RITTENHOUSE MANHATTAN

2 oz Rittenhouse Rye
¾ oz Sweet Vermouth
3 dashes Angostura Bitters

Method: Stir all ingredients in a mixing glass with ice and strain 
into pre-chilled cocktail glass. Garnish with brandied cherry.

MANHATTAN SUPERIORE

2 oz The Busker Irish Whiskey 
1 oz Florio Vecchioflorio Marsala

Superiore Secco 
4 dashes Angostura Bitters

Method: Combine 
all ingredients in 
a mixing glass 
with ice. Strain 
into a chilled 
coupe glass. 
Garnish with an 
orange peel. 



EXPERIENCE A VIRTUAL TASTING WITH 
HEAD DISTILLER ADAM HANNETT

ARRIVING

OCTOBER
2021

©2021 BRUICHLADDICH DISTILLERY CO. LIMITED., BRUICHLADDICH OCTOMORE® SCOTCH WHISKY, 57.3-62.1% ALC./VOL., IMPORTED BY RÉMY COINTREAU USA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

OCTOMORE

SCAN TO REGISTER NOW

TWO SESSIONS IN NOVEMBER
LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE

EXPERIENCE A VIRTUAL TASTING WITH EXPERIENCE A VIRTUAL TASTING WITH 
HEAD DISTILLER ADAM HANNETTHEAD DISTILLER ADAM HANNETT
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THE SECRETS TO BUILDING 
A SUCCESSFUL WINE CLUB
INDEPENDENT RETAILERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY SHARE THEIR TIPS FOR 
RUNNING A PROFITABLE SUBSCRIPTION-BASED WINE CLUB

BY CHRISTY FRANK

While a subscription-based model may seem like a stream of 
easy money, launching one and ensuring it operates smoothly is 
anything but. As with so many things in the small shop world, 
the wine is only a small part of the formula. SevenFifty Daily 
spoke with independent wine shops to get their insights on 
logistics and strategy. 

First Things First: Know Your Laws 
and Set Your Goals
“Understand how you’re getting wine to your customer … not just 
logistically, but legally. If you can’t answer that, you’re going to 
run into major headaches really quickly,” says Chris Leon, owner of 
Leon & Son in New York City and Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Also, how will your customers pay for those wines? And how will 
you pay for them? If you need to commit to club-related purchases 
before your members have made their subscription payments, this 
could impact your shop’s cash flow, especially if your state requires 
cash payment on delivery. Make sure you understand your state’s 

n addition to adding robust ecommerce 
platforms and enhanced delivery 
programs, retailers have found opportunity 
in creating subscription wine clubs. 
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specific laws regarding delivery options, 
online payments, quantity discounts, and 
distributor payment terms.

Give some serious thought to how 
your wine club program will tie into your 
shop’s philosophy. Will you be offering 
value, discovery, or exclusivity? At Le Dû’s 
Wine in New York City, general manager JT 
Robertson explains one of the goals of their 
monthly Grand Crew club was to promote 
lesser-known wines. “There are wines we 
taste which are delicious and intriguing 
but are super limited and often obscure. 
We wanted a home for wines which would 
otherwise languish on the shelf,” he says. 

Telina Rohrer, owner of Portland, Or-
egon’s Mom & Pop Wine Shop, says she 
felt a lack of connection when she closed 

the shop’s doors to walk-in customers dur-
ing the pandemic. To build that connection 
into her club program, “I wanted to create 
something that was a little more heartfelt,” 
so she began including artwork, digital 
winemaker portraits, playlists, and artisan-
made goods created by her local peers in 
her shop’s monthly offering.

Determine your goals and build your 
club program from there. Remember that 
the more club selections you offer, the 
more likely that you’ll need additional 
staff members to help run it, adding costs 
before you have the revenue to support it.

Determine Your Margin  
and Price Targets
A clear focus on price and margin targets 
will ensure that a wine club program 
doesn’t turn into a money pit. Do this 
before starting to shop for wine and falling 
in love with bottles that the club—and its 
members—can’t afford. 

To determine pricing for a wine club, 
first consider what customers typically 
spend on a bottle of wine and make sure 
the per-bottle club price is in this general 
range. Consider the total spend the club 
is asking of customers each month and, if 
you expect they’ll have sticker shock, scale 
back the number of bottles.

When setting margin targets, be 
sure to take into consideration any extra 
collateral pieces, packaging materials, 
processing fees, and delivery costs that you 
may be regularly absorbing, as well as the 
additional work involved with preparing 
notes on the wines. If it's possible to buy 
wines on a quantity deal, decide if you’ll 
pass the savings along to the customer or 
add it to the bottom line. 

Track club margins each month and 
on a rolling basis so if you miss your 
target one month, you can make it up 
over the next couple periods. “There are 
months when we will sacrifice margins 
for selection since this past year has 
been utter madness with shipping 
delays,” explains James Havens of The 
Heights Grocer in Houston. Eric Moorer 
at Domestique in Washington, D.C. also 
notes, “I’ve had months where I should 
have left a little bit more there, but if it’s 
a wine that brings new subscribers in, 

ABOVE:  Leon & Son offers wine clubs in New York and 
Michigan  //  Le Dû's in NYC offers lesser-known, discovery 
wine club picks  //  Mom & Pop Wine Shop in Oregon 
includes work from local artists in her mailings.PH
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“Maintaining really good 
vendor relationships 
gives you the 
opportunity to have a 
little more flexibility with 
your club.”
– Telina Rohrer, Mom & Pop's



then it’s worth it.” Working on a lower-
than-normal margin can also make sense 
if you’re making it up on volume.

Leverage Strong Distributor 
Relationships to Maximize     
Bottle Selections
Smaller clubs may be able to shop around 
to see what’s currently available to meet 
their membership targets, but growth re-
quires planning further in advance. Work-
ing three months ahead of time is a good 
starting point, but if you’re planning to 
lock up limited bottles, longer lead times 
may be needed even for smaller clubs. If 
the club is focused on a specific region or 
narrowly defined theme, make sure there’s 
a decent selection of relevant wines avail-
able that meet price and margin targets. 

Sarah Pierre, owner of Atlanta’s 3 
Parks Wine Shop, recommends putting 
together an editorial calendar and a 
prospective wine wish list to help manage 
the selection process and ensure a deep 
slate of options.

“Maintaining really good vendor re-
lationships gives you the opportunity to 
have a little more flexibility,” notes Mom 
& Pop’s Rohrer. Distributors can hold a few 
extra cases while you finalize your month-
ly numbers, keep you updated on wine 
arrival dates, help sort out the logistical 
hoops of locking up highly in-demand 
wines, and put a special deal in place 
(where legal). The bigger the club gets, the 
more important these relationships be-
come—especially if membership gets to a 
size where you can line up exclusives.

Formalize the Billing Process
A service such as Recharge can automati-
cally bill customers each month while allow-
ing them to access and manage their own 
accounts. However, these services add ad-
ditional costs, including higher processing 
fees, monthly service fees, and upfront de-
velopment work to integrate with your ex-
isting payment platform. If your club doesn’t 
have the scale to warrant these costs, most 
retail payment processing systems (Square, 
Shopify, Stripe) offer some form of secure 
invoicing or a recurring charge function 
which can be combined with a simple track-
ing spreadsheet to get the job done. 

If the processing system charges 
members every month on the same 
date they originally signed up, set a cut-
off date so it is clear which month the 
charge applies to. If you are sending out 
monthly invoices or manually processing 
payments, communicate when this will 
happen. Consider choosing a day of the 
week (such as the second Wednesday of 
each month) rather than a date (the sixth) 
so that your billing cycle doesn’t take place 
on the busiest day of the week.     

Bianca Sanon, co-owner of Para-
dise Books & Bread in Miami, launched 

ABOVE:  At Domestique in D.C., Eric Moorer may work on 
lower margins to entice new members to his wine club. //  
Houston's The Heights Grocer offers a diverse selection. PH
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her program with a billing system that 
focuses on accessibility and eliminates 
surprise charges. “I’m not going to au-
tomatically charge you unless you want 
me to,” she explains. Once members sign 
up, they are sent monthly invoices which 
they can pay or pass. After three passes, 
they’ll need to sign up again. Her system 
has worked so well that, though she plans 
to shift to an automated system, she will 
still maintain a three-day lag between 
sending the invoice and charging the 
member’s card. Operators can also con-
sider offering trial or fixed-term mem-
berships for customers who aren’t com-
fortable with automatic billing. 

Don’t Underestimate the Logistics 
of  Prep, Delivery, and Shipping
Wine clubs take up a lot of room. You’ll 
need space to store the cases when they 
arrive, a place to prep and assemble 
everything, and somewhere to hold club 
packs until pick up or delivery—and that 
can take awhile. As The Heights Grocer’s 
Havens notes, “we operate as a wine 
storage facility as most guests are an 
average of two months behind on their 
pick-ups.” If you completely outgrow 
your space, a bonded warehouse may 

give you additional wiggle room. Leon & 
Son recently began leasing such a space. 
“It’s made our lives so much better,” says 
Leon, “even if we’re still learning to live 
and work out of a different location than 
the shop.” 

Delivery and shipping, if legal in 
your state, will add another layer of 
complexity—and cost—to a wine club 
operation. If you already have standard 
minimums and policies in place, you’ll 
need to decide if your wine club will follow 
them or operate under a different set of 
rules. Do the math to determine if offering 
these services at your target margin will 
wipe out all of your profit and consider 
charging a fee to cover costs.

Expect to spend a lot of time educating 
your members on your prices, fees, and 
policies. Mark Grimaldi, owner of Cellar 
d’Or in Ithaca, New York, recommends 
that club websites are as detailed as 
possible. For the inevitable questions, he 
recommends a dedicated email address 
to ensure club-related questions don’t 
get lost in the regular email shuffle. 
While product-specific questions are best 
answered with a personal touch, having 
standard scripts for frequent issues such 
as declined credit cards, shipping delays 
due to weather, and upcoming billing 
notices can streamline the process. 

Clearly communicate any fees in-
curred if a package needs to be returned 
if no one is available to sign for it. A ro-
bust reminder system will help minimize 
this, but it will happen—and repeat of-
fenders can quickly eat into your profits. 
You’ll also need to have a plan in place to 
deal with the inevitable extreme weather 
situation. Leon automatically consoli-
dates July and August shipments together 
and notifies members that June and Sep-
tember decisions will be made according 
to weather. 

Develop Member Perks and 
Collateral Materials
While wine and producer notes, discounts 
on wine and classes, and early access 
to allocated wines are standard mem-
ber benefits, you will want to offer ad-
ditional perks that tie directly into your 
club’s goals. At Domestique, where the 
focus is on fostering a more open wine 
conversation, members receive playlists, 
participate in IG Lives, and are invited 
to join DEMI, an app-based platform for 
food and wine communities. Mom & Pop’s 
includes artwork, playlists, and featured 
items from local artists and makers in her 
community. At Vinya Wines in Miami, a 
combination wine bar/wine shop, Allegra 
Angelo is launching an Uber Credit pro-
gram for members, “so they can visit us 
in the store and feel good about getting 
home safely.”

ABOVE:  Boxes from Vinya's wine club in Miami  //  Down 
the Rabbit Hole private event PH
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RETAILER WINE CLUBS

“Working out of a 
bonded warehouse has 
made our lives so much 
better, even if we're still 
learning to work out of 
a different location than 
the shop.”
– Chris Leon, Leon & Son
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To reward recycling, Vinya Wines 
has a box recycling program—members 
get a free bottle of wine for every two 
customized boxes they return to the 
company’s drivers—and Domestique en-
courages members to bring their own 
bags for pick up to promote a sense of 
community.

Growing the Membership Base
Jesse Warner-Levine, owner of Convive 
Wine in New York City, recommends fo-
cusing the initial membership drive on 
regulars who are more likely to toler-
ate the inevitable learning pains that 
will take place in early months. To drive 
ongoing membership, make it as easy as 
possible for potential members to learn 
about your club and sign up, by featuring 
it on your website and social media. “We 
have permanent signage around the shop 

that mentions the club, especially by the 
checkout area,” explains Melissa Zeman, 
owner of Chicago’s Bottles Up! “Word-of-
mouth is the best marketing, so anything 
you can do to get members talking posi-
tively about your club is a good thing.” 

Jessica Green of Down the Rabbit 
Hole on Long Island recommends “edu-
cating the staff and making sure they 
are knowledgeable about promoting the 
membership.” She also offers an incentive 
for each new member they sign up. Cellar 
d’Or’s clubmaster Eden Mayora is about to 
launch a QR code program to drive poten-
tial members to the website.

Consider a Co-Branded Club to 
Expand Reach
Partnering with sommeliers or res-
taurants can help both parties reach a 
broader base. Warner-Levine, who just 
launched Cote + Convive in partnership 
with Cote Korean Steakhouse’s Victoria 
James and Mia Van de Water, stresses the 
importance of a shared vision: “We have 
similar outlooks and interests. It’s some-
thing that’s built around trust and an un-
derstanding of service.”

Make sure there is clarity and agree-
ment on who does what, how costs are 

allocated and shared, and how the club’s 
various service elements are handled. 
Cellar d’Or partners with Lenn Thomp-
son’s Cork Club and there is a clear di-
vision of labor: Cellar d’Or establishes 
defined cost parameters and Thompson 
selects the wines. While the shop team 
fields any logistical concerns, Thompson 
is forwarded questions about the wines. 

Keep Evolving
Processes that were manageable for a 
certain membership base may need to 
be simplified as the program grows. 
Paradise Bread & Books’ Sanon says of her 
current approach, “I wouldn’t recommend 
this for a 200-member club!” Only one 
month into operating, her club has 50 
members spread across two different club 
offerings—and she’s already considering 
ways to streamline.

Every wine shop is a work in prog-
ress. “Be flexible. Don’t be afraid to 
change it as you go,” advises Andrea 
Hillsey, owner of Square Wine Company 
in Madison, Wisconsin. “Don’t get stuck 
doing the same thing. You wouldn’t do 
that for your shop overall, so don’t do 
it for your wine club.” As long as your 
wine club program remains tied to your 
shop’s overall strategy and mission (and 
you’re watching your margins), it can 
live a long and healthy life.   ■

ABOVE:  Convive partnered with Cote Korean Steakhouse 
sommelier Victoria James to launch the club Cote+Convive.
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“Word-of-mouth is 
the best marketing, so 
anything you can do to 
get members talking 
positively about your 
club is a good thing.”
– Melissa Zeman, Bottles Up!





Massey, who established his Fugi-
tive Spirits distillery in Nashville in 2016, is 
joined by a growing number of other pro-
ducers devoted to the revival of heirloom 
grains. Motivated both by the search for 
more distinctive flavor profiles as well as the 
desire to save fading strains from the brink 
of extinction, these distillers are broadening 
the scope of whiskey, and pushing the farm-
ing focus from quantity to quality. 

“Using heirloom grains is a smart 
choice for distillers, both for the environ-
mental reasons that I do, and also because—

now more than ever—whiskey drinkers 
tend to be interested in the process and 
ingredients that go into their spirits,” says 
Jamie Biel, director of science and sustain-
ability at Treaty Oak Distilling in Dripping 
Springs, Texas. “The more heirloom grains 
gain popularity, the more the farming in-
dustry will respond and make these grains 
more accessible, which will shift the focus 
of agriculture back to a smaller scale. This 
will encourage more environmentally-re-
sponsible practices while infusing diversity 
into our food supply.”

And consumers are open to them. 
“Many Acme customers are self-described 
'whiskey geeks,' so they love it when we 
introduce them to a new product,” says 
Jennifer Seidman, owner of Acme Bar & 
Company in Berkeley. “I think the concept 
of heritage grain whiskey is geared toward 
smaller producers and smaller production, 
so I think it will stay more of a niche market. 
But that does not mean it will not grow.” 

The impact of corn other than the stan-
dard yellow dent is something Kentucky dis-
tillers have been thinking about for awhile 
Buffalo Trace in Frankfort has grown differ-
ent strains including Boone County White, 
Japonica Striped, and Neon Pink Popcorn—
and there are rumors that a heritage grain 
Pappy Van Winkle is in the works. 

s a young man, Fugitives Spirits’ Jim Massey puzzled over 
why heirloom corn wasn’t being used to make whiskey. His 
father—head of the Tennessee Wine and Spirits Retailers 
Association—grew heirloom varieties such as Tennessee Red 

Cob and Bloody Butcher, and Massey long believed they had promising 
potential in distillation. “When you ate the different corns, they all had 
different flavors,” he explains. “So why wouldn’t the whiskey?”
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ABOVE:  Laws Whiskey uses only Colorado-grown grain  //  
Ireland's Waterford is currently researching the heritage 
Goldthorpe grain

THE QUEST FOR HERITAGE GRAIN 
WHISKEY
FROM TENNESSEE, TEXAS, AND IRELAND, DISTILLERS IN SEARCH OF 
DISTINCTIVE FLAVORS ARE REVIVING NEAR-EXTINCT HEIRLOOM CORN, 
WHEAT, AND BARLEY VARIETIES

BY JACK ROBERTIELLO 





HERITAGE GRAIN WHISKE Y

Treaty Oak has made whiskeys with 
Green Oaxacan (a variety that Biel says 
yields a roasted, earthy flavor) as well as 
Hopi Blue, White, and Bloody Butcher. 
“Each variety confers a slightly different 
bouquet of flavors to the whiskey that 
we distill from them. The Hopi Blue and 
White kernels tend to be very mellow, 
while the Bloody Butcher has a strong 
starchiness and robust grain flavor that 
translates through distillation.” 

Big Flavor, Low Yields
According to the research chair at 
Vanderbilt University, the greater depth of 
flavor found in heirloom corn comes from 
hundreds more congeners than standard 
whiskey corn. The proof is in bottlings like 
Fugitive Spirits’ Grandgousier Tennessee 
Whiskey crafted with Hickory Cane corn, 
one of the oldest varieties grown in the 
south and known for its abundant flavor 
and hardiness, Massey describes. 

The challenge facing all distillers 
in search of heirloom grains is supply: 
Because of their low yields, these grains 
rarely produce enough to entice farmers 
to grow them. Often, distillers must form 
collaborations with growers to ensure any 
quantity at all. Massey began distilling 
with Tennessee Red Cob, but couldn’t 
secure enough and switched to Hickory 
Cane when he found a farmer growing it. 
Then, other distillers joined in creating 
a swell in demand. “Twenty years ago I 
couldn’t get anyone to talk to me about 
this sort of thing; this year we’ve got 250 
acres of Bloody Butcher in the field and 
another 50 acres of Hickory Cane.”

Prioritizing flavor over volume is 
a switch that very few farmers have 
made, says Payton Mason, the CFO of 
Laws Whiskey in Denver, which uses only 
Colorado-grown grain. “The grains we’re 

using are not grown for yield; they’re 
grown for flavor, so it’s not as efficient 
to grow them for us. If you’re going to 
sell to a commodity exchange they don’t 
care,” he says. “They pay by the bushel 
and that’s it.”

By working with family farmers, Laws 
was able to develop a Colorado-only four-
grain bourbon. “We didn’t set out to make 
whiskey with a certain heirloom variety,” 
Mason recalls. “But through our jour-
ney as a distillery we came across these 
farmers and grains and thought, ‘These 
are amazing flavors.’” Using soft Centen-
nial White wheat rather than hard grain 
red winter gives Laws whiskeys a softer 
and gentler character, Mason describes, 
and the rye, grown 8,000 feet above sea 
level, yields uniquely concentrated, more 
pronounced flavors.

Scott Blackwell, cofounder of High 
Wire Distilling in Charleston, South 
Carolina, has been growing Jimmy Red 
corn since 2014, and he recently took 
steps to protect the source, working with 
geneticists to isolate seed grow-out and 
phenotyping.

“We have been working with our 
farmers on seed security,” Blackwell says, 
explaining how growing for seed must 
take place in a controlled environment 
to prevent corruption from other out-
side pollens. “We’re able to more or less 
fingerprint the Jimmy Red and keep that 
DNA consistent going forward; the unique 
flavor we are getting could be lost as the 
plant drifted or changed over time.” 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  Laws Bonded Centennial 
Wheat   //  Jennifer Seidman  // High Wire Distilling Co.'s 
Charleston tasting room  // High Wire's Jimmy Red corn
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“The more heirloom 
grains gain popularity, 
the more the farming 
industry will respond 
and make these grains 
more accessible.”
– Jamie Biel, Treaty Oak Distilling
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The flavors these varieties impart—
wheat, cinnamon, brown sugar, and honey 
from the Jimmy Red and floral, sweet, 
tropical fruit from the Abruzzi rye—are 
worth the effort. “We consistently find in 
the corn a compound called cinnamic acid, 
basically what is found in cinnamon. We 
have a spice quality even before it goes in 
the barrel. It’s also got a lot of oil and a lot of 
beta carotene which the yellow and white 
corn varieties don’t have. We consistently 
get what I describe as a wheated whiskey 
flavor. Then we get spice like you would 
from a rye whiskey from the cinnamic 
acid. A lot of people will drink it and think 
there’s wheat or rye in our whiskey when 
it’s 100 percent corn.” 

Other hybridized but unusual whis-
key grains are also gaining traction. At 
Whiskey Acres in DeKalb, Illinois, father 
and son farmers Jim and Jamie Wal-
ter, along with partner and head dis-
tiller Nick Nagele, make a Blue Popcorn 
whiskey. “I know it sounds cliche, but it 
tastes like buttered movie popcorn: ro-
bust, sweet, flavorful, not sugary sweet, 
very soft, and with a nice viscosity,” de-
scribes Nagele. “It makes a high-quali-
ty, high-value whiskey.” And it’s been a 
hit—after starting with a couple of bar-
rels, they now have 50 to 60 aging. 

As a farm distillery, they grow their 
own grains, which gives them some ex-
perimental freedom. For Whiskey Acres’ 
Artisan Series, they first tried Oaxacan 
Green. “It almost tastes like rye whiskey, 
with a sort of corn chip spice that makes 
it unique,” Nagele says. Next up is a 

Bloody Butcher bourbon, and they’re also 
working with the multi-hued Glass Gem 
Popcorn. “The challenge is the ears are 
small, so it’s difficult to get kernels off. 
And the seed is cost prohibitive, so we’re 
working on growing our own seeds. It’s a 
unique way for us to carve out a niche, to 
really showcase and capitalize on the fact 
that we have a farm and can go from seed 
to spirit.”

 
Recovering Lost Barley
At the Waterford Distillery in Ireland, 
owner Mark Reynier has embarked on an 
ambitious project to prove the existence of 
terroir in whiskey with a series of single-

farm whiskeys. He’s also committed to 
resurrecting a number of lost Irish 
barley strains, an effort he began with an 
ancient variety called Bere years ago at the 
Bruichladdich Distillery on the Scottish 
island of Islay.

“At Waterford, I wanted to explore 
this further,” Reynier says. “The modern 
varieties of barley that we are obligated 
to use by the industry have not changed 
flavor-wise in 50 years.”

From a seed bank, he collected tiny 
amounts of a variety called Hunter, pop-
ular in the 1960s, and Goldthrope, a grain 
successful in the 1900s. The distillations 
from these barley strains won’t be avail-
able for another two years, but he intends 
to “analyze what flavors those three va-
rieties have, what levels they occur in, 
and how they are influenced by Ireland’s 
terroirs. It seems to me to be common 
sense that if you’re going to make Irish 
whiskey with Irish barley, it sort of ought 
to be suited to Ireland’s terroirs and cli-
mates. And then perhaps we may be able 
to identify what those flavor compounds 
are and breed them with modern variet-
ies to try and reintroduce some of those 
older flavors in a more economically re-
alistic way.”

Like all the grain pioneers, Reynier 
realizes that the future depends on the 
economic viability of farming these rare 
strains. With more consumers eager to ex-
plore the world of heritage grain whiskey, 
and more farmers willing to grow them, 
he’s hopeful that the niche category could 
reach a place where everyone profits.  ■

HERITAGE GRAIN WHISKE Y

ABOVE:  Waterford Distillery crafts its whiskeys in the 
Facilitator on the River Suir  // The team at Whiskey Acres 
in Illinois  BELOW: Whiskey Acres' Blue Popcorn Bourbon
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It’s no secret that sustainability is 
trending across the wine industry, 
particularly as consumers  have begun 
to value the principle more than ever. 

According to a survey conducted by Wine 
Intelligence, as of January 2020, 71 percent 
of U.S. wine drinkers would consider buy-
ing sustainably; internationally, eight in 
10 wine lovers value sustainability.

But good work transcends buzz-
words—something proven by California 
winery J. Lohr, which began implement-
ing sustainable practices long before it 
was trendy. The Central Coast producer 
has integrated a demonstrated regard for 
both natural and human resources into its 
philosophy since the company’s founding 
in 1974. 

Though their pioneering work has 
continually won peer recognition over 
the years, their decades of sustainability 
efforts have resulted in J. Lohr’s 2020 

Green Medal Leader Award 
from the California Sustainable 
Winegrowing Alliance (CSWA). 
The winery has also earned the 
right to print the new California 
Certified Sustainable seal on 23 of its 
wines over the next year, making J. Lohr’s 
portfolio more attractive than ever for 
sustainability-thirsty consumers.

A LEGACY OF STEWARDSHIP
J. Lohr’s achievements are a result of 
groundwork that the winery’s leader-
ship began laying more than 20 years ago, 
when founder Jerry Lohr helped establish 
the CSWA as an extension of the Califor-
nia Wine Institute in 2001. Lohr, raised on 
a farm in South Dakota, was dedicated to 
promoting healthy agriculture—not just 
within his own vineyards, but throughout 
the state. 

His son Steve, who’d helped plant their 
Monterey County vineyard at the age of 
10, later joined the family business and 
founded the J. Lohr Sustainability Team 
in 2008. Since then, J. Lohr has under-
taken holistic efforts: conserving water by 
carefully monitoring irrigation and using 
low-flow, high-pressure nozzles in barrel 
sanitation; preserving fuel by minimizing 
tractor passes in the vineyard; properly 
compensating employees; and giving back 
to the local community.

In 2010, J. Lohr became one of the 
first wineries to earn the CSWA distinc-

tion. The process entailed an 
impressive bit of hoop-jumping: 

First, the winery had to meet a rig-
orous set of 244 best prac tices and 95 pre-
req ui sites from the Code of Sus tain able 
Wine grow ing Prac tices Self-Assess ment 
Work book. Then, an inde pen dent, third-
par ty audi tor verified com pli ance in areas 
such as soil man age ment, ener gy effi cien-
cy, water con ser va tion, and com mu ni ty. 
The winery has since redeemed its CSWA 
certification annually.

Members of the trade have long recog-
nized J. Lohr’s commitment to sustainabil-
ity—and within the next year, consumers 
will, too. The new Certified California 
Sustainable seal on the J. Lohr back label 
indicates that 85 percent of the wine was 
made using grapes from cer ti fied sus tain-
able vine yards, the wine was made in a 
cer ti fied sus tain able facility, and 100 per-
cent of the grapes were harvested from 
Cal i for nia vine yards.

 Among those bottles bearing the new 
seal are two of the winery’s most popu-
lar Chardonnays: the J. Lohr Arroyo Vista 
Chardonnay and J. Lohr Estates Riverstone 
Chardonnay. With more consumers seek-
ing out sustainable wines than ever be-
fore, these newly labeled Certified Califor-
nia Sustainable Chardonnays—and all of 
those from J. Lohr’s portfolio—are set to 
be more popular than ever. n

CERTIFIABLY 
SUSTAINABLE
SUSTAINABLE WINES FROM GREEN MEDAL 
LEADER AWARD WINNER J. LOHR ARE NOW 
EASY TO SPOT



Uniquely  

Paso Robles, 

Authentically  

J. Lohr

The J. Lohr Pure Paso® Proprietary Red Wine 

combines two historic varieties:  

Cabernet Sauvignon and Petite Sirah. It is our 

tribute to one of the world’s great winegrowing 

regions – a special place we are proud  

to call home.

@JLohrWines   |   jlohr.com
© 2021 J. Lohr Vineyards & Wines

AD-JLohr-PurePaso_BMG-FP_8-25x10.875.indd   1AD-JLohr-PurePaso_BMG-FP_8-25x10.875.indd   1 9/2/21   12:14 PM9/2/21   12:14 PM
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Sprawling, undulating agave fields 
cover the town and region of Te-
quila, located northwest of Gua-
dalajara in the Mexican state of 

Jalisco. Here, the renowned Blue Weber 
species thrives in the fertile volcanic soils 
that stem from the inactive yet iconic Vol-
cán de Tequila, or Tequila Volcano.

 At the volcano’s base is the Fabrica 
de Tequilas Finos distillery, where master 
distiller Arturo Fuentes Cortes crafts an 
exciting entrant to the booming tequila 
category: Rooster Rojo. Now launching 
their fourth tequila—and their first fla-
vored one—Smoked Pineapple Añejo, the 
Rooster Rojo team is dedicated to produc-
ing high-quality tequila using the highest 
standards and sustainable methods.

Rooster Rojo works with farmers who 
tend to specially selected parcels from 
both the Los Altos (highlands) and Tequila 
Valley (lowlands) regions. Timing the aga-
ve harvest is critical: Agave plants have a 
long maturation process that can last any-
where from six to 10 years. Rooster Rojo’s 
plants are harvested at six to seven years 
old to capture an ideal amount of residual 
sugar to finesse the final product. In ad-
dition, these piñas are halved rather than 
sectioned to concentrate the sugars, and 
then they are roasted for 10 hours (versus 
just eight hours for most producers).

These tequilas are distilled twice, as is 
traditional, in stainless steel pot stills to 
keep the agave’s nuanced flavor. Water is 
also an important part of the distillation 
process: Rooster Rojo uses pure well water 
from the volcano’s system that is filtered 
through Mexican silver. Water filtration 
through silver has been documented as 
far back as 300 to 500 B.C. and has been 
employed more recently to remove harm-
ful and ill-tasting additives. Using Mexi-
can silver, Rooster Rojo pays homage to 
tradition by using 100 percent Mexican 
products.

The results are a fruity and spicy 
blanco, a nutty reposado aged two to six 
months in used Cognac casks, and a rich 
añejo aged 12 to 18 months in used Ameri-
can white oak. The flavors are all clean 

and focused, and the team works to keep 
production sustainable; the distillery is 80 
percent powered on solar energy. 

For Rooster Rojo’s first flavored te-
quila, it’s only natural that Fuentes Cortes, 
who has 45 years of distilling experience, 
would turn to pineapple—specifically 
the red Spanish pineapple, which is un-
matched in flavor and aroma. To create 
a truly unique flavor, Rooster Rojo chose 
smoke the fruit (a process that took more 
than a year to perfect), resulting in an 
exceptional blend of heat, smoke, sour, 
fruit, and spice notes—a combination that 
is also completely in line with consumer 
trends. Blended with the añejo, this new 
expression is a spirit that will bring you to 
the hills of Mexico—and to the birthplace 
of tequila. n

FROM THE HEART 
OF TEQUILA
ROOSTER ROJO PRODUCES  
HIGH-QUALITY TEQUILAS FROM THE BASE OF 
THE TEQUILA VOLCANO, INCLUDING ITS LATEST 
RELEASE: SMOKED PINEAPPLE AÑEJO
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Rum means different things to dif-
ferent consumers. To some, it’s 
a cheap liquor hidden in a fruity 
cocktail. Others might prefer a 

heavily spiced rum that mostly tastes like 
what’s been added to it. But today, the 
most in-demand rums deliver a sense—
and taste—of place.

This is a huge part of the reason that 
Rhum Barbancourt has led growth in the 
aged rum category, with a 74 percent in-
crease in U.S. sales in 2020. Though this 
legacy brand has been around for more 
than 150 years, it continues to excite loy-
alists and draw in new fans because of its 
strong ties to its Haitian terroir.

Rhum Barbancourt’s story started 
when Dupré Barbancourt founded his 
Haitian rum distillery in 1862. Originally 
from France’s Cognac region, he made rum 

using the same Limousin oak and double-
distillation method traditionally used for 
premium spirits in his home region. The 
distillery remained a family affair after 
he died, when ownership transferred to 
Barbancourt’s wife, Nathalie Gardère, and 
then to her nephew Paul Gardère. To-
day, Rhum Barbancourt remains in the 
Gardère family and is run by Delphine Na-
thalie Gardère—the second woman to lead 
the brand after Nathalie in the early 1900s.

Rhum Barbancourt is a Haitian insti-
tution for its history and connection to 
the island nation’s land, soil, and terroir. 
It’s always distilled from pure cane juice, 
called vesou, that’s drawn from crushed, 
fresh cane. The juice, along with Rhum 
Barbancourt’s exclusive yeast, creates a 
naturally richer taste than rums made 
with molasses, with a medley of complex 
aromas. Part of Barbancourt’s sugarcane is 
harvested by Barbancourt in its own fields 
close to the distillery, while the other half 
is brought by mule or tractor from other 
Haitian farms.

Quality ingredients and distillation 
methods mean there’s no need for added 
flavors or color in these 100 percent natu-
ral rums. Each is rich in fruity, citrusy, and 
floral notes with just the right amount of 
hogo—that earthy, funky flavor found in 
sugarcane spirits. 

Older bottlings like the 5 Star (aged 
for eight years in Limousin oak) and the 
Beverage Tasting Institute 93-point Estate 
Reserve (aged for eight years in Limousin 
oak and seven years in ex-bourbon bar-
rels) are balanced with layered flavors of 
brown sugar and vanilla.

At a time when consumers are increas-
ingly engaged with and exploring within 
the aged rum category, Rhum Barbancourt 
is a proven leader and sales driver, bring-
ing the distinctive taste of true Haitian 
rum to the U.S. n

RUM WITH TERROIR
LEGENDARY BRAND RHUM BARBANCOURT 
LEADS THE CATEGORY THANKS TO STRONG 
TIES TO ITS HAITIAN HOMELAND

Rhum Barbancourt has 
led growth in the aged 
rum category, with a 74 
percent increase in U.S. 
sales in 2020.



Rhum Barbancourt, 43% Alc./Vol. (86 Prooof), Imported from Haiti by Crillon Importers Ltd., Paramus, NJ

@barbancourtrhum_usa

We invite you to experience Haïti’s rum crafted from pure sugarcane juice, using a family 
tradition passed from generation to generation for over 150 years. Double distilled and 
aged 8 years in French oak casks, Rhum Barbancourt is an award-winning rum with unique 
aromatic notes.
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Consumer priorities have changed 
when it comes to wine purchas-
ing, and quality is no longer per-
ceived as solely synonymous with 

heavy bottles that require decades of ag-
ing to be palatable. Rather, today’s wine 
purchasers are looking for options that 
are better for the environment and fit for 
convivial, social occasions, with freshness 
and character that is strongly rooted.

Chilean sustainability pioneer Root:1 
recognizes the importance of adapting 
over time—and pushing the industry for-
ward while doing it. This fall marks the 
launch of GEA, Root:1’s new three-liter, 
bag-in-box red wine crafted with both 
sustainable packaging and consumer 
drinking trends in mind.

Though GEA is pushing boundaries 
with innovation, it’s also deeply rooted in 
its Chilean heritage. It’s varietally labeled 
as Cabernet Sauvignon, but the box also 
proudly identifies itself as “Andean Red 
Wine”—a nod to the fact that the Cabernet 
Sauvignon is blended with Pais, an ances-
tral grape variety of Chile tied to the coun-
try's early days of winemaking. Many Pais 
vines are more than 100 years old, careful-

ly tended to by small growers, so sourcing 
these grapes supports Root:1’s community 
connection pillar within its core sustain-
ability mission. The brand’s four other key 
areas of focus are clean energy, water use, 
waste management, and organic outlook. 

As Chile’s first fully Certified Sustain-
able Winery under Wines of Chile code, 
and the first Chilean winery to adopt car-

bon offsetting measures, moving into a 
bag-in-box format with GEA makes sense. 
The eco-friendly box is far more sustain-
able than glass bottles even throughout 
the shipping process, since it is lighter, 
and the format keeps GEA fresh for up to 
two weeks when refrigerated. 

The bag-in-box format is also more 
portable for outdoor gatherings and is set 
to serve a crowd, which fits well with the 
convivial settings in which consumers are 
choosing to enjoy wine today—and the 
profile of the wine itself. 

Harvested from the Central Val-
ley mid-season, the Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Pais combine to create a juicy, fresh, 
fruit-forward red wine with mellow tan-
nins. Consumers can also explore Root:1’s 
strong ties to its Chilean home by scan-
ning the QR code that can be found on ev-
ery box of GEA.

Though deep Chilean roots and wildly 
sustainable philosophies have long de-
fined the fruits of Root:1’s labor, GEA’s 
launch proves the brand’s refusal to stay 
stagnant, showcasing an ability to adapt to 
market trends while still remaining root-
ed in their founding beliefs. n

A SUSTAINABILITY PIONEER’S 
NEWEST INNOVATION
WITH GEA, ITS NEW RELEASE OF BAG-IN-BOX ANDEAN RED WINE, 
CHILE’S ROOT:1 IS PROVING THAT EVEN PIONEERS CAN STAY TRENDY

Head Winemaker  
Sergio Hormazabal



Deeply Chilean
  Wildly sustainable

Chile’s �rst certi�ed sustainable winery brings you a magical blend of 
Cabernet Sauvignon and País, the ancestral grape of Chile.

Taste a sustainable wine with a passion for the Earth that’s truly wild.

© Selected and Imported by Winebow, Inc., New York, NY  
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Villa Maria has been a longtime 
leader in the New Zealand wine 
industry’s sustainability efforts, 
but now this award-winning pro-

ducer is doubling down. This year, Villa 
Maria is launching EarthGarden, a true 
embodiment of the winery’s deep com-
mitment to a multifaceted sustainability 
philosophy—and an example of how sus-
tainable viticulture can create vibrant, fla-
vorful wines.

Delicious wines begin with healthy 
soil, which is why Villa Maria’s holistic ap-
proach to viticulture starts with the earth. 
The winery's organic vineyards are free of 
synthetic pesticides, herbicides, and fer-
tilizers, with the team instead choosing to 
invite nature back into the vineyard and 
encourage a diverse ecosystem of plants, 
insects, and microorganisms. In the winter, 
Villa Maria plants seeds for cover crops like 
oats, mustard, buckwheat, peas, and clover 
to germinate in the spring and add nutri-
tion to the soil.

Villa Maria also plants hundreds of kilos 
of wildflower seeds between the vineyard 
rows, resulting in hundreds of thousands 
of wildflowers—a practice that inspires the 
EarthGarden label itself. This attracts bees 
and beneficial insects that control pests 
and bugs that could harm the vines them-
selves, which is just another example of 
working with nature rather than against it.

In addition to creating and welcoming 
biodiversity in its vineyards, Villa Maria 
employs other soil health practices, such 

as composting, which is also a useful way 
to recycle grape pressings into the vine-
yard. In the winter, weeds are managed 
using sheep, followed by undervine mow-
ing or cultivation—techniques that have 
been made less invasive with new technol-
ogy, which uses sensors to work around 
vine trunks and trellising without damag-
ing them.

AMBITIOUS SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
The vegan-friendly EarthGarden wines may 
be new, but Villa Maria’s journey in sustain-
able farming isn’t; they were a founding 
member of Sustainable Winegrowing New 
Zealand and have been farming organically 
since 1999. (Though the EarthGarden wines 
are certified organic through Bio Gro in 
New Zealand, they won’t be labeled as or-
ganic in the U.S. due to a lack of equivalency 
in organic standards.) 

The family-owned winery is continu-
ously searching for ways to reduce its im-
pact on the environment, working from 

a core mission to care for the earth we 
all share. Many of these goals are ambi-
tious: by 2025, Villa Maria plans to send 
zero waste to the landfill. But they’ve 
already made leaps towards mitigating 
their environmental impact, having re-
duced carbon emissions by 39 percent 
for each bottle of wine through practices 
like sourcing packaging for all Villa Ma-
ria wines within 14 miles of its Auckland 
Estate; they aim to reach a 50 percent 
reduction in five years. The EarthGar-
den wine range also marks a significant 
step towards the target to manage all 
Villa Maria-owned vineyards organically  
by 2030.

Though Villa Maria has integrated 
sustainability into its core values for de-
cades, EarthGarden now comes at a time 
when producer and consumer philoso-
phies on farming and wine production 
are aligning. Consumers are increasingly 
seeking out sustainable wines as they be-
come more aware of their personal health, 
environmental health, and the ongoing ef-
fects of climate change.

Value-conscious buyers and consum-
ers can feel good about the new EarthGar-
den Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir, both 
of which are fresh and delicious expres-
sions of their Marlborough home. n

GROWN AMONG THE 
WILDFLOWERS
VILLA MARIA IS SHOWCASING ITS DEEP 
COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY WITH THE 
NEW, HOLISTICALLY FARMED EARTHGARDEN 
SAUVIGNON BLANC AND PINOT NOIR



© Imported by Winebow, Inc., New York, NY winebow.com

Scan to discover how EarthGarden is grown in harmony with nature.

F L AVOR  AS  NAT U R E  I N T E N DE D

Sustainably grown
Vegan friendly



HOW TO TAKE BETTER BOTTLE SHOTS
AS ECOMMERCE HAS BECOME ESSENTIAL FOR SELLING WINE, BEER, 
AND SPIRITS, QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY IS MORE CRITICAL THAN EVER. 
HERE’S HOW TO UP YOUR GAME

BY RACHEL TEPPER PALEY

“Photography is such an incredible 
way to do the non-verbal storytelling,” 
said Brie Koenigs, the director of 
marketing for E. & J. Gallo Winery’s 
heritage luxury brands. “The bottle takes 
on a persona, it becomes the hero. And 
it's really the visual interpretation of the 
personality of the brand.” 

Get the Right Gear
Figuring out the right tools depends on 
the kind of shot you’re taking. Bottle pho-
tography falls into two distinct catego-
ries: Traditional bottle shots that feature 
only the bottle, often set against a neutral 
background, and lifestyle shots that can 
be set anywhere—in the vineyard, at a 

restaurant—that seek to convey emotion, 
experience, and craftsmanship. 

The brands Koenigs works with are 
“really steeped in a lot of history and tra-
dition,” which is why she chose to invest 
in images of bottles contextualized in Tal-
bott’s Carmel-by-the-Sea tasting room 
and its lush Monterey County vineyards in 
California’s Central Coast. “There is a key 
sense of place that we're trying to com-
municate to consumers about where the 
brand lives and where it's from.” 

Even an iPhone camera can produce 
dramatic results that can approximate 

everage alcohol ecommerce sales grew 42 percent last year, 
according to the IWSR. Online wine sales alone ballooned 
from $600 million in 2019 to nearly $2 billion in 2020. With so 
much brand building and selling occurring in the virtual realm, 

bad product photos are a liability. Whether you’re a new brand, a small 
retailer, or an established producer seeking to improve your customers’ 
online shopping experience, upgrading your bottle photography can have 
a big impact on your bottom line. 
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ABOVE:  Whether you’re using an iPhone or a high-end 
camera, good lighting is key to professional-level 
bottle shots.





ECOMMERCE

high-end cameras. Apple’s newest model, 
the iPhone 12 Pro, boasts a triple-lens 
rear camera with depth-sensing imaging 
technology called lidar, which improves 
image quality in low-light situations. 
Other phones like the Samsung Galaxy 
and Google Pixel also offer impressive 
camera tech. 

It’s a whole new world for amateur 
photographers, but taking great phone 
photos isn’t always a simple point-and-
shoot affair. Take the time to think about 
composition and lighting, and get to know 
your phone’s camera features. 

The best images should “make sure 
the bottle comes to life in such a way 
where—especially with higher-end wines 
and luxury wines like the ones I work 
on—you can see some of the nuance of 
the packaging choices you made,” says 
Koenigs. In that case, you may want to 
graduate to a digital single-lense reflex 
camera (DSLR). 

Modern phone photos are often im-
pressive because of their digitally-simu-
lated bokeh, a term that refers to the ap-
pealing out-of-focus area that makes an 
image look artful. But even the best of the 
bunch are easily pegged as digital. DSLRs 
don’t rely on algorithms and software to 
produce images, and therefore create a 
more realistic bokeh. These cameras take 
practice;  Nikon’s rundown of photo tips is 
a great place to start. 

Light It Up
Professional-level images all have one 
thing in common: Good lighting. If you’re 
shooting lifestyle shots, natural light is 
nearly always the best option. MasterClass 
has a great rundown on how to best utilize 
natural light, along with some tips from 
famed photographer Annie Leibovitz. 

For instance, you’ll want to time your 
shoot to coincide with the type of natural 
light you want, whether that’s soft light 
at dawn, drenched in hues of orange and 
yellow, or bright midday light with tones 
of blue. You’ll also want to steer clear of 

shooting on cloudy days, which can diffuse 
light so much it makes images appear flat 
and lifeless.

If you’re taking bottle shots, it’s 
worthwhile to invest in lighting gear. A 
reflector, which can cost as little as $10, 
bounces sunlight toward a camera’s subject 
and ensures they’re always better lit from 
the front than the back. Useful, too, is a 
studio light box, a tent-like accessory with 
semi-transparent sides that diffuse light. 
Light boxes can range in price from as 
little as $7 to upwards of $270, depending 
on the bells and whistles, but even a basic 
model can yield good results. When light 
is shined upon an object placed inside, 
the studio light box creates a virtually 
shadow-less background. It’s perfect for 
capturing traditional bottle shots.

That’s what James Rahn, the wine-

maker and founder of James Rahn Wine 
Co., found after growing dissatisfied with 
the quality of his iPhone photos. “We had 
my assistant buy a light box, and I had an 
old DSLR,” Rahn explains. The whole kit 
cost around $50, and Rahn’s team config-
ured it in a dedicated attic space without 
any competing light. It’s always set up and 
ready to take photos on a moment’s no-
tice. “I wouldn't call it ‘professional,’ but 
[the photos it produces] look pretty damn 
good,” Rahn notes.

Master the Editing Basics
Although the best images are ones that 
don’t require much editing, even the most 
talented photographers rely on editing 
software to make their images pop. Free 
iPhone and Android apps like VSCO and 
Snapseed are excellent, with a broad range 
of preset filters designed to emulate styles 
of film from Fujifilm to Kodak. Adobe 
products like Photoshop and Lightroom, 
which begin at $9.99 a month, give even 
greater editing flexibility.

REI’s breakdown of photo editing ba-
sics is an excellent starting point for ed-
iting newbies. From adjusting white bal-
ance, which can better calibrate an image’s 
colors to suit its specific lighting condi-
tions, to adjusting exposure to brighten an 
image, there’s plenty you can do in post-
production. Just make sure you’re shoot-
ing in RAW image format, which gives you 
the most editing control.ABOVE:  E. & J. Gallo’s Brie Koenigs set bottle shots against 
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PRO TIP

Make sure to declutter an image’s background, 
which places greater emphasis on the subject 
and lessens the need for retouching later. When 
in doubt about the best photo composition, 
follow the rule of thirds: Mentally divide an 
image into thirds, and place your subject along 
where those thirds intersect.
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Take Images to the Next Level
Mastered the basics? It’s time to up your 
game. For ultra-polished bottle shots, pay 
attention to small details, like achieving 
a highlight on a bottle’s shoulder that 
doesn’t look like a lamp. You can do this 
by using a diffuser, a semi-translucent 
material that’s placed between a light 
source and the bottle. You’ll also want 
to block competing light, whether that’s 
setting up a studio in a windowless room 
or investing in blackout curtains.

It’s also helpful to study tutorials from 
resources like Workphlo, an educational 
photography channel on YouTube. In 
one video, photographer Dustin Dolby 
explains the small but important details 
essential to cleanly lighting a wine bottle. 
Shoot tables, for example, can wildly affect 
a final image. “The shooting table is going 
to play a big role in how the light renders 
our bottle,” he emphasizes. Narrow tablevs 
help light both sides of a bottle and create 
a full, intact highlight.

There are also differences to consider 
when photographing white wine 
compared to red. For instance, you’ll want 
to light it from the back, so that light can 
penetrate the bottle and create a glowing 
effect. Photographing bottles against a 
black backdrop requires a different set of 
lighting skills, which might include using 

white Plexi, a special type of plastic, to 
strategically reflect light upward onto 
the glass. Shooting empty glassware is 
another challenge—it might benefit from 
specialized lighting called a stripbox, a 
thin, rectangular lighting device that 
controls where soft light falls on a subject.

Nail the Tech Details
These days, it’s not enough to simply 
capture a quality image. They also need 
to be in a digital format that’s easy for 
wholesalers, third-party ecommerce 
platforms, and social media managers to 
access and use. Vertical images should be 
correctly sized, at least 1000px in height 
and 300px in width. (Have an option with 
the reverse specs—300px in height and 
1000px in width—to accommodate those 

who prefer horizontal shots.) It’s also 
helpful to be descriptive when naming 
your image files—for instance, label a 
photograph of a Malbec bottle’s front side 
“front Malbec” with the brand name.

Across the board, image resolution 
should be at least 300ppi, which ensures 
print-quality photos with crisp, sharp 
details. Traditional bottle shots should 
also have an option without a background, 
something you can edit in a .psd format. 
Other other images should be in a .png, 
which don’t lose quality if they’re re-saved 
(unlike .jpg photos). 

When and How to Outsource
Many brands choose to hire outside talent 
for some or all of their photography needs. 
You can search for local photographers in 
your area or connect with a marketing 
firm like Vinbound Marketing, which 
connects clients with photographers that 
fit their wine-related photography needs. 

Pricing can largely depend on the 
scope of work, a professional’s experience, 
and the location of the shoot, but generally 
a photographer’s hourly rates range from 
$100 to $250 per hour. You could also 
hire a company like Outshinery, which 
specializes in bottle shots and offers 
pricing plans that range from a one-
time $500 fee to $6,360 a year, or Sonoma 
Bottle, which charges $80 per bottle shot. 
More major commercial photo shoots can 
cost upwards of $10,000 when factoring in 
licensings fees.

No matter how much time or money 
you choose to invest in great bottle shots, 
it’s important to realize that having subpar 
images may be worse than having none at 
all, believes James Rahn. “If I’m shopping 
around, I'll look at their website first,” he 
says. “If it's just the goofiest, most terrible 
website I've ever seen, it loses credibility.” 
Consumers are no different, he explains. “I 
think it offers a level of credibility directly 
from the consumer. That will eventually 
be sort of an indirect push of sales.”  ■

PRO TIP

Have a well-shot image of a bottle, but need 
to give it a better background? Try this Photo-
shop technique: 

• Using the elliptical selection tool set to 
minimal feathering, select the bottom of the 
bottle to produce a clean, round line. 

• Then, invert the selection and select the 
erase tool. 

• Drag the cursor along the bottom of the 
bottle to remove the background adjacent 
to the bottle. 

• Next, re-invert the selection and use 
the polygonal lasso tool and trace the 
straight sides of the bottle up to the 
bottle’s shoulders, adding it to the original 
selection. 

• From here, switch to the magnetic lasso 
tool and add the shoulders, neck, and top 
of the bottle. 

• Finally, invert the selection again, hit delete 
to remove the background, and resize the 
canvas to a standard dimension used for your 
other bottle shots.

BELOW:  Tasting room settings can connote a convivial 
atmosphere.

ECOMMERCE
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CARTOONS ARE BECOMING THE BEER 
INDUSTRY’S BEST NEW SALES TOOL
BREWERIES ARE CHANNELING MARVEL CULTURE TO CREATE 
COMPELLING GRAPHIC LABELS THAT DRAW IN A NEW GENERATION OF 
BEER DRINKERS

BY JOSHUA M. BERNSTEIN

Illustrator Ian Law drew an interstel-
lar space traveler with a hop for a head 
standing atop a strange planet, a space-
ship hovering above. Galaxy-Hero was 
designed as a one-off, but its flavors and 
visuals proved so popular that it stuck 
around (Revolution since revised the label) 
and spawned the League of Heroes, a se-
ries of rotating IPAs featured in a variety 
pack. Each so-called “issue” stars four dif-
ferent Heroes, such as the Valkyrye-Hero 

hazy rye IPA, an expanding universe un-
folding 12 ounces at a time.

Revolution fleshes out the Heroes’ 
backstories with a Galaxy-Hero comic 
book that’s now in its fifth issue, with the 
sixth slated for the 2022 C2E2. When it 
comes to collecting the latest IPA or comic 
book, “there’s a crossover,” says Max Bare 
of Salsa Sharks, who illustrated the comics 
with Melissa Sue Stanley. “Craft beer fans 
fit in nicely with comic fans,” Stanley adds.

 Creating cartoons for beer brands is 
a time-tested ad tactic. In the 1950s, Piels 
Beer ran a popular ad campaign starring 
the animated antics of fictitious owners 
Bert and Harry Piel. That same decade, 
Hamm’s Beer of Minnesota advertised its 
lagers with a cartoon bear. Now, to re-
cruit younger drinkers accustomed to su-
perheroes and supervillains flying across 
screens big and small, breweries are chan-
neling the Marvel universe and bringing 
comics-style worldbuilding to beer labels. 

A vibrant cartoon approach can 
boost sales. New Belgium introduced its 

evolution Brewing needed help from a new kind of hero. In 
2013, the Chicago brewery partnered with the Chicago Comic 
& Entertainment Expo (C2E2), the city’s largest convention 
of its kind. Revolution resolved to brew a fest-specific beer 

called Galaxy-Hero IPA—a spin on its flagship Anti-Hero IPA—featuring 
Australia’s Galaxy hops, a then-novel tropical variety. 
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ABOVE:  Portland's Great Nation Brewing's Blueberry 
Muffin; Space Camper from Boulevard Brewing in Kansas 
City; and Jabba the Hopp from California Wild Ales
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Voodoo Ranger IPA family in 2017, the 
labels featuring the renegade adventures 
of a cartoon skeleton that likes to “live 
Rangerously,” as the slogan goes. The 
brand family now occupies the top IPA 
sales slot in Nielsen scans, and Voodoo 
Ranger Imperial IPA trails only Blue Moon 
for dollar sales in craft. By partnering 
popular styles of beer with a broadly 
appealing spokes-skeleton, “we have a 
unique ability to bring new drinkers into 
craft,” says Dave Knospe, senior brand 
manager, New Belgium.

We have profiled seven breweries that 
successfully celebrate comics and superhe-
roes on their beer labels. Up, up, and IPA!

0 1 |  PAPERBACK BREWING, LOS 
ANGELES

Paperback launched in 2020 with a bold, 
colorful, and darkly humorous design sen-
sibility inspired by the lurid era of pulp 
art. Delivering menace with a wink, Pa-
perback’s IPA line-up includes Tucked in 

by Strangers and Bunny With a Chainsaw, 
among many others. “Every Paperback 
Beer has its story to tell, and what bet-
ter creative vehicle than the vintage pa-
perbacks of the ’50s, ’60s, and ’70s?” says 
creative director Chris Cesnek. “The art 
during that time was untamed and wild.”

0 2 |  NEW BELGIUM BREWING, FORT 
COLLINS, COLORADO AND 

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

New Belgium’s Voodoo Ranger brand 
family of IPAs is so popular that its mas-
cot, a cartoon skeleton, now has an In-
stagram account chronicling its ongoing 
exploits. “While you may not think of a 

skeleton as a relatable character, Voodoo 
Ranger does allow us creative freedom 
to create fun, comic-inspired worlds for 
the character to play in,” says Knospe. 
Current releases include the superhero-
inspired Captain Dynamite, starred-and-
striped American Haze, and retro-lean-
ing V2K (hello, year 2000). 

0 3 |  REVOLUTION BREWING, CHICAGO, 
ILLINOIS

Revolution Brewing has found big suc-
cess with its comic-inspired Hero series 
of IPAs, led by the flagship Anti-Hero 
and the year-round Hazy-Hero and Ev-
ery Day-Hero, a session IPA. Limited 
releases regularly appear in the tri-an-
nual League of Heroes variety pack that 
mixes stalwart Heroes with hop-headed 
characters like Action-Hero, the lat-
est juicy entrant to the mixed pack that 
brings “the hop battle to your fridge,” 
according to Revolution. 
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“We have a unique 
ability to bring new 
drinkers into craft.” 
- Dave Knospe, a senior brand 

manager at New Belgium

“People might not be 
familiar with craft beer, 
but they look at a label 
like ours and are like, 
‘It’s a zombie fighting 
an alien. That sounds 
interesting and fun.’”
- Zack Kinney, Kings County 
Brewers Collective
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0 4 |  KINGS COUNTY BREWERS 
COLLECTIVE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

KCBC creative director Earl Holloway 
mines a schlocky horror vein to make 
the Brooklyn brewery’s gory, graphic, 
and often comedic labels. Memorable 
releases include the Zombie line of 
fruited sour ales and a series of IPAs 
featuring penguins venturing to space 
and beyond. KCBC treats each release as 
a “chapter,” says cofounder Zack Kinney, 
a strategy that keeps existing customers 
engaged and entices new ones. “People 
might not be familiar with craft beer, 
but they look at a label like ours and are 
like, ‘It’s a zombie fighting an alien. That 
sounds interesting and fun.’”

0 5 |  CALIFORNIA WILD ALES, SAN 
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Wild yeast and souring bacteria are mi-
croscopic—and misunderstood. “I cre-
ated little monsters to give them person-
alities,” co-owner and creative director 

Bill DeWitt, says of anthropomorphizing 
the yeast Brettanomyces and lactic acid 
bacterias Pediococcus and Lactobacil-
lus—all of which are key to creating his 
brewery’s barrel-aged ales. During San 
Diego’s Comic-Con, the country’s biggest 
convention, DeWitt devises special edi-
tions of beers with the monsters cosplay-
ing characters from Rick & Morty, Star 
Wars, and Harry Potter. 

0 6 |  BOULEVARD BREWING, KANSAS 
CITY, MISSOURI

During the 2018 Planet Comicon in Kansas 
City, Boulevard blew through countless 

kegs of beer, leading to brand manager 
Adam Hall’s epiphany: Why wasn’t the 
brewery more directly speaking to an 
audience that clearly loved beer? “We 
were missing a big target,” says Hall. The 
next year, Boulevard released the juicy 
Space Camper, a “cosmic IPA” with a label 
inspired by the superhero-filled Silver Age 
of comics from the mid-1950s. The IPA is 
now the brand leader in what Hall calls 
the “Spacer Camper Universe,” or SCU, a 
line-up featuring characters such as Major 
Volta imperial IPA and Delta Ray, a “hazy 
intergalactic IPA.”

0 7 |  GREAT NOTION BREWING, 
PORTLAND, OREGON

Last year, the Pacific Northwest power-
house launched an interactive app that 
lets customers purchase its  hazy IPAs 
and imperial stouts from the comfort of 
a phone and engage with Great Notion’s 
cartoon multiverse through a series of 
immersive games. They bring to life art-
ist Chad Eaton’s fantastical collection of 
wizards, woodland creatures, lumber-
jacks, skeletons, and a nonbinary Sas-
quatch lookalike named Jamie D. “They 
are our most popular symbol for our 
pastry stouts,” says Paul Reiter, Great 
Notion’s CEO. Reiter also wrote many of 
the characters’ origin stories.   ■

“Craft beer fans fit in 
nicely with comic fans.”
– Melissa Sue Stanley, 
illustrator of Revolution Brewing’s 
League of Heroes
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THE FRENCH BIRD
A CLASSIC REIMAGINED

BY MARLENA HOFFMAN

Simply put, the French Bird is a 
Frenchy play on a Jungle Bird 
cocktail,” says Bryan Schneider, 
the head barman of Quality 

Bistro. The Jungle Bird, a staple cocktail, 
is traditionally made with dark rum, 
pineapple juice, simple syrup, and 
Campari, but Schneider mixed it up 
by replacing Campari with the French 
aperitif Suze. Plus, the cocktail is served 
in a literal peacock mug. 

The quarter-ounce of Suze 
“grounds the sweetness of the 
pineapple and gives a nice earthy 
note that balances with the rum,” says 
Schneider. Made from gentian root, 
the French aperitif acts as a bittering 
agent in the drink. 

The French � are is embodied in 
Quality Bistro, a modern brasserie 
located in Midtown Manhattan. Of 
putting a French twist on classics, 
Schneider is no stranger. A few 
notable cocktails on the menu 
include a Cognac Old Fashioned with 
peppercorn bitters called the Old 
Fashioned Au Poivre and an orange 
and duck fat-infused Whiskey Sour 
called the Whiskey a l'Orange.

The French Bird draws inspiration 
from the classic brasseries in France, 
but what ties the cocktail together 
is the modern peacock glassware. “I 
found the glassware after the cocktail 
actually,” says Schneider. “Originally 
we served this cocktail in a pineapple-
shaped glass. As soon as I saw the 
peacock mug I knew we had to get it for 
this drink, though. Sales have doubled 
since we switched the vessel.”  ■

“

●  FRENCH BIRD

Recipe by Bryan Schneider

Ingredients: 
2 oz Zacapa rum
¾ oz simple syrup
1 oz pineapple juice

½ oz lime
¼ oz Suze

Method: Place all ingredients into mixing tin and 
shake. Strain over crushed ice in a bird mug. Top with 
five dashes Angostura bitters. Garnish with mint.




